COVID-19 Resources for Vulnerable Communities and Non-Profit Organizations

Native communities

Native Organizers Alliance

Tools & Resources to Take Action via First Nations Development Institute

“COVID-19: A “Perfect Storm” for Indian Country” via Nonprofit Quarterly


“Native American Communities And COVID-19: How Foundations Can Help” via Health Affairs

Liberated Capital: A Decolonizing Wealth Fund - Native American Community Response Fund (COVID-19)

National Indian Health Board COVID-19 Tribal Resource Center

Indian Country's COVID-19 syllabus

Black/POC communities

Detroit People’s Platform

“The coronavirus is infecting and killing black Americans at an alarmingly high rate” via The Washington Post

“Detroit is now a Hot Spot because it’s been a HOT MESS since Emergency Management” via Detroit People’s Platform

“Racial health gap reflected in COVID-19's black community impact” via Fox2Detroit

“New CDC data shows Covid-19 is affecting African Americans at exceptionally high rates” via Vox

Arts Leaders of Color Emergency Fund via Arts Administrators of Color

NYC COVID-19 Response Fund

Queer Writers of Color Relief Fund

AAPI communities

Advancing Justice – Asian Law Caucus

“Asian Americans describe ‘gut punch’ of racist attacks during coronavirus pandemic” via PBS News Hour

“San Francisco Chinatown Affected By Coronavirus Fears, Despite No Confirmed Cases” via NPR

“Asian American and Pacific Islander Leaders and Over 260 Civil Rights Organizations Call on Congress to Denounce Anti-Asian Racism around COVID-19” via NCAPA

“When Xenophobia Spreads Like A Virus” via NPR

“How to Deal with Racism” via Taeyoon Choi

“Asian American Feminist Antibodies” Zine via Asian American Feminist Collective

Latínx communities

Enlace Comunitario

“Increase expected in domestic violence cases during stay-at-home order” via KRQE

“The virus doesn’t discriminate but governments do: Latinos disproportionately hit by coronavirus” via The Guardian
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Worker & Migrant Justice Response to the Coronavirus via National Day Laborer Organizing Network (NDLON)

Tangible Support for Undocumented Communities during COVID-19 via Immigrants Rising

Resources for the Latino Community During the COVID-19 Crisis via El Tecolote

Disability justice + Accessibility

Disability Justice Culture Club

“I’m disabled and need a ventilator to live. Am I expendable during this pandemic?” via Vox

Coronavirus: Wisdom from a Social Justice Lens Podcast via Irresistible

“Social Distancing and Crip Survival: A Disability Centered Response to COVID-19” via Sins Invalid

“Digital Resilience in the Time of Coronavirus” via Equality Labs

Nonprofit Sector + Other Resources

Coronavirus Resource Kit

COVID-19 Mutual Aid & Advocacy Resources

“Mapping Our Social Change Roles in Times of Crisis” via Building Movement Project

“Stepping into the Moment: The Corona-Crisis” via Organizing Upgrade

“Sustaining Non-Profits in a Time of Crisis” via Building Movement Project

“The Coronavirus Crisis Has Changed How I View What Matters in Philanthropy” via Robert Sterling Clark Foundation

“Things are not normal. It’s OK to not be OK.” via NonprofitAF

“Permission to Pause” via The Whitman Institute